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The tropica! rain forests of northeastern Australia

harbour a multitude of carabid beetles that divide

into a group of old, indigenous faunal elements

with close relationships to the cool-adapted south-

em, circumantarctic ("Bassian") fauna, and a second

group of warm-adapted species of oriental ("Torre-

sian") origin which immigrated into Australia since

about 10 Mio years ago (late Miocene). Recent sur-

veys reveal that the majority of "oriental" carabids

occur in the warm lowland rain forests, whereas the

indigenous species almost exclusively ränge in the

cooler montane rain forests above c. 700 m. Although

the number of genera is almost the same, the number

of species in the "Bassian" group is about three

times as great. This disproportion probably is caused

by plate tectonics and subsequently also by the ef-

fects of Ice Age, because the immigrating Torresian

faunal elements were not able to colonize the up-

lands, where - during repeated periods of expan-

sion and retreat of the cool montane rain forests

during Ice Age - the Bassian faunal elements not

only had survived, but also experienced a period of

rapid evolution and speciation.

Hence, at least as the faunal boundary between

the Bassian and Torresian subregions is concerned,

the classical concept of well confined faunal subre-

gions in Australia cannot be maintained, because

the Australian tropical rain forest carabid fauna to a

large extent is subantarctic. It is this old, indigenous

element that mainly was responsible for the north-

ern Australian rain forests to become a "Hot Spot"

of evolution.
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Examination of the male genital musculature in

Geometridae could provide important information

for clarification of phylogenetic relationships at the

tribe and genus group level. Genera Petrophora, Scio-

nomia and Ocoelopihora from Lithinini have strongly

different structure of the genital skeleton, but their

arrangement of phallic muscles is quite similar and
shows clearly a synapomorphic State. A similar Sit-

uation is between the genera A)igcwua and Diapre-

pesilla, which have rather different appearance and

male genitalia but their genital musculature is sim-

ilar. Combining characters of the genital muscula-

ture and skeleton supports the sy'nonymy of An-

geronini and Diaprepesillini well. On the other hand,

the clustering of Angeronini with the Ennomos-\ike

series of tribes is not supported by the characters of

genitalic musculature. The shape of the genital Seg-

ment, and the dorsal attachment of the adductor of
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